Research data management is the care and maintenance of data produced during research. This Medical Library guide will introduce you to research data management skills, and connect you to relevant services and resources across the Yale Campus.

Welcome to our new staff members!
The Cushing/Whitney Medical Library welcomed four new staff members in the last few months. We’re excited about the customer service, new programs, user-friendly technology development, and access to archival materials that will come about with the addition of these four talented people to our roster.

New staff members include: Lisa Sanders (Library Services Assistant), Sawyer Newman (Data Librarian for the Health Sciences), Dana Haugh (Web Services Librarian), and Kathi Isham (Archivist).

Simbonis Fellowship in Bioinformatics
The Simbonis Fellowship in Bioinformatics offers a recent Ph.D. or MS scientist a chance to explore a career in medical librarianship.

Selling Smoke exhibition opens
The recently updated Selling Smoke exhibition explores the complicated history of tobacco advertising and anti-smoking campaigns.

Behind-the-scenes peek at the CWML renovation
The renovation is well underway! Enjoy a behind-the-scenes peek at what is going on behind those renovation barriers.
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